4.6 l supercharger

Since , our most popular 2. For the higher HP applications up to HP we offer the 2. Note: For
consistency and to avoid confusion, dyno tests were all run at AF ratio and 23 degrees timing.
See Tech Tips for more details. Kenne Bell factory tuned with OEM grade equipment. No
expensive custom tuning by others is required or recommended. Those features originally
promoted in , 1. History has proven us right. Look at all the mfgs. All have experienced big
power gains at any engine rpm or vehicle speed. Ask any of these owners if they think Kenne
Bell superchargers only make great power and torque in the low and mid range. All major kit
components are pre-assembled, sealed and tested. Only the best and most efficient
components are used â€” bar and plate intercooler, Dual heat exchanger, billet Kenne Bell Twin
Screw supercharger, billet bypass valve etc. Mounts on top of engine. Kit replaces upper intake
manifold. New design rotor profiles. No embarrassing and annoying gear noise. Connects to
stock inlet system. No tapping holes in oil pan. See Tech Tips. Note: All necessary hardware,
lines, fittings, gaskets etc. STOCK 4. It can easily max out the stock rods, pistons and block,
increasing RWHP from stock to on pump gas with only the supercharger kit. Higher HP levels
require forged internals and a stronger block. The 2V 4. Just add injectors, fuel system and
tune. No cobbling together of filter, meter, tube, throttle body, etc. Billet fuel rails are included.
Kenne Bell GT test car. NOTE: Some variations of this product are for closed course
competition use only not intended for street use. See price list for more information. For more
information, visit Mustang 4. While Ford fans may argue the point, the GM LS engine family
does have an advantage over the mod motor when it comes to power production, especially
compared with the 4. Designed as a replacement for the now-legendary 5. Unfortunately, the
original 4. Ford eventually stepped up the performance of the two-valve when it introduced the
Power Improved PI version in , but a gain of 35 hp in 12 years could hardly be considered
revolutionary, especially when GM was offering 5. But don't count out the two-valve, as the
modular Ford still scores well on both price and availability. Like the 5. Despite the introduction
of the three-valve and new four-valve 5. With their year production run, the chances of finding
one in the wrecking yard are pretty good. Hard to go wrong for that kind of money, just make
sure you do your homework and choose wisely. We were lucky enough to find a PI motor from
totaled '99 Mustang GT, but plenty more were available in trucks and fullsize Fords though most
were of the non-PI variety. The extra 35 to 60 hp depending on year and application from the
better heads on the PI motor will really come in handy, and that extra power offered in normally
aspirated trim is multiplied by the boost pressure from a turbo. Adding Doubling the power
output of your hp non-PI mod motor equates to hp, but doubling the power output of the hp PI
motor equates to hp an extra 90 hp at the same boost. This is why adding the LS6 cam offered
so much power on the turbocharged 5. In reality, our hp PI test motor produced more than the
rated hp on the engine dyno, but that was simply a function of the test method. Regardless,
every attempt should be made to increase the power output of the normally aspirated
combination before adding boost. With our motor secured, we set to work on the turbo portion
of the equation. Since it worked so well on our last test, we emulated the setup run on the 5. A
few changes to the basic system were in order for the 4. Unlike on the 5. This ultimately allowed
us to increase the boost pressure on the Ford, adding substantially more power. Our 4. First on
the list was more fuel, as the stock, pound injectors were not going to get the job done. We
considered going old-school by employing an FMU rising rate regulator to increase the fuel
pressure under boost, but precise tuning is difficult with this type of system. Besides, even a
increase in fuel pressure versus boost would only take us so far. The Ford Racing pounders as
used on the 5. Just to be on the safe side, we cranked up the static fuel pressure on the pound
injectors to 70 psi and added a boost reference to the fuel pressure regulator on the engine
dyno. Despite the fact that they looked healthy, we replaced the factory spark plugs with a set of
NGK TR6 plugs in a colder heat range. Before installation, the plug gap was reduced to just 0.
On boosted applications, it is often necessary to employ an ignition amplifier, but our budget
did not allow such extravagance. Removing a cam cover on our motor something we did prior
to the purchase revealed super clean cylinder heads with no sign of wear or sludge. We suspect
work had been performed on them sometime recently, and they appeared to have stock cams
but nonstock valvesprings a bonus for our turbo motor. Prior to the final installation of the
turbo, we ran the motor normally aspirated with a set of Kooks long-tube dyno headers to
establish a baseline. Run as pulled from the wrecking yard, the 4. That the motor produced
more torque than horsepower is a clear indication that the long-runner induction and mild cam
timing were tuned more for torque. As with the 5. After the baseline, on went our homemade
single-turbo kit featuring the 76mm turbo, but initially without the secret weapon: the
air-to-water intercooler. Wanting to start off our tuning at a lower boost level, we installed a
6-psi spring in the wastegate an assortment was supplied with it , and the wastegate was
adjusted using a manual controller from CX Racing. Not wanting to hurt the motor, we ran all of

our testing on octane Rocket Brand race fuel. The same combination could likely be run with
octane pump gas and a can of octane booster. The 4. Running just 6 psi of boost, the motor
produced hp and lb-ft of torque. Adding the intercooler to the mix resulted in a jump to hp and
lb-ft of torque, while stepping up to 9. The final boost level of 14 psi brought hp and lb-ft of
torque. Torque production from the little mod motor exceeded lb-ft from 3, rpm to 5, rpm,
making for an impressive torque curve. From all appearances, there was more power to be had
from the 76mm turbo had we had the intestinal fortitude or more accurately the lack of common
sense to push the boost higher than 14 psi on the stock motor. Though we are unsure how long
some of these components might last, for now, this boneyard-boosted mod motor can be
considered nothing but a success. The materials alone cost that much. Westech's Ernie Mena.
The Price of Precision How does the low-buck eBay turbo compare to the real deal? We found
out by comparing our eBay unit to a 76mm turbo from Precision Turbo. Both are advertised as
76mm, but the configurations are quite different. Despite the 76mm ratings which indicates the
size of the inducer , the difference in power might come as much from the different specs as
things like the quality and design of the compressor wheels. A back-to-back test netted a solid
46 hp in favor of the Precision unit, with 14 psi producing an amazing hp and lb-ft. Not only was
the power up, but the intercooler inlet temp was down nearly 25 degrees. The gains could be
even more substantial at higher boost and power levels, and the 76mm Precision Turbo will
support more than hp. External appearances aside, how well did it really work? To find out, we
plumbed the intercooler during our testing to data-log both the pressure and temperature drop
across the core. Advertised by CX Racing to support as much as 1, hp, the intercooler featured
a big 12x10x4. Available both with and without a secondary heat exchanger, the core seemed if
anything oversized for our needs. Data gathered during the dyno testing indicated that the inlet
temps into the motor never exceeded 95 degrees using degree cooling water, this despite
temperatures ranging from to degrees entering the core. This indicates that the core had plenty
of reserve cooling capacity. Making things even better was the fact that this cooling came with a
drop in boost pressure of less than 1 psi across the core. Close Ad. Richard Holdener writer.
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seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. We use cookies to provide you with the best possible user
experience. By continuing to use our site, you agree to their use. To learn more, view our
Cookie Policy. The best bolt-on for street, track, off-road or daily commute without sacrificing
reliability or breaking your budget, the Edelbrock Supercharger System is the smartest
horsepower per dollar mod available. Designed by Edelbrock engineers, cast in the Edelbrock
foundry, machined and assembled by specially trained technicians with the best materials for
complete quality control over each component. Edelbrock Supercharger Systems and
power-making accessories continue to grow for domestic V8 and V6 engines as well as the
popular four-cylinder engines from Mazda, Scion, Subaru and Toyota. E-Comm Sales: Sales:
Tech: Edelbrock has been producing race-winning products since and our superchargers
continue to pave the way with true dyno-proven numbers, affordable pricing, an
industry-leading powertrain warranty, and American-made quality. Many kits are state
emissions legal, feature high-capacity intercoolers for added power and integrated bypass
valves that reduce parasitic loss under light throttle and can also help improve mileage
potential. Elevate your Camaro to the next level with bolt-on ease and state emissions
compliance. Edelbrock Supercharger Systems are tailored exclusively for the GM V8 and V6
engines with a precision design that fits under the Camaro hood with no modifications to the
body. Corvette Supercharger systems are available for Corvette, Grand Sport, Stingray and Z06
with a carefully engineered design that allows underhood installation without compromising

intake runner length or intercooler size. Best of all, this system is state emissions-legal E. The
Edelbrock Stage 1 Supercharger kits for through Ram trucks features a high-capacity
air-to-water intercooler, integrated bypass valve to help reduce parasitic power loss, and
self-contained oiling system with a ,mile service interval. Edelbrock-supercharged Mustangs
have been setting records and winning races on the drag strip and those same kits and upgrade
components are available for your car. Systems are available for and-up Mustangs in Stage 1, 2
or 3 Pro-Tuner levels with or without tunes. These bolt-on kits provide impressive levels of
power and torque with no lag making them the best power adder for daily street driving, towing,
hauling, off-roading or just having fun. Edelbrock blowers are designed and manufactured in
the USA and deliver the best horsepower-per-dollar boost with underhood appeal that screams
performance. The state emissions-legal Jeep Wrangler Supercharger system for the Pentastar 3.
This rugged Edelbrock system is made to handle the roughest terrains with total reliability and
smooth drivability for the daily commute. The Mazda MX-5 Miata Supercharger system keeps
your MX-5 emissions-legal while adding real sports car performance with America-made quality
and reliability for everyday driving and weekend pleasure trips. Finished in durable black
powder-coating with sharp red accents, this power add-on is state emissions legal and requires
no hood or body modifications. These heat exchangers offer reliability and durable construction
for high performance street applications. A wide selection of competition pulley sizes are
available in 6- 8- and rib designs and are the perfect performance upgrade for your Edelbrock
Supercharger. These accessory kits will make sure that you get the most out of your system so
that your engine never skips a beat. No power adder company takes the 4. For more than 30
years, we have demonstrated our product leadership with our wide range of super-efficient
centrifugal superchargers. Complete, fully calibrated supercharging systems are available for
the Manual and Automatic Transmission 4. The "i" stands for improved and with its new
patented oil control system and state of the art centrifugal compressor stage this V-3 Si-Trim
literally blows away the competition. High efficiency equates to less heat being generated, a
reduction in power required to drive the compressor, and more net power being produced as a
result. Less heat also equates to superior durability. Also, Vortech's supercharger systems
weigh less than half of the low-tech competing brands. All V-3 series superchargers have a
self-contained lubrication system that makes installation fast and easy. Vortech supercharger
systems are a great value. Dollar for dollar, Vortech systems deliver more horsepower than
virtually any other method of upgrade. Also, driven normally, gas mileage often increases rather
than decrease. Installation time is rated at approximately hours Std. Output or hours High
Output. Complete systems are smog legal for some 4. We are always on the move at events and
announcing new products. Make sure you are always in the know. Home Ford 4. Complete, fully
calibrated supercharging systems are available for the 4. The 4. With its state of the art
centrifugal compressor stage this Si-Trim literally blows away the competition. Less heat also
means better durability. Superior Technology Centrifugal superchargers easily make more
pressure and flow than a roots type blower and are much more efficient. Read our Roots vs
Centrifugal comparison to see the numbers. Also, driven normally, gas mileage often increases
rather than decreases. Available Supercharger Finishes Multiple kit finishes available. For that
fully integrated look, S Mustang systems are available in factory matching black finish. Satin
and Polished units are also available. Air inlet assembly includes: - High-flow roto-molded
ducting - Silicone sleeves with stainless steel clamps - 98mm MAF meter housing - High flow,
conical-style air filter with heat shield - Diablosport MAF interface adapter for extended meter
range - Engine coolant pipes and hose assembly - Billet aluminum supercharger mounting
bracket assembly includes idlers, drive belt and all mounting hardware. Not Smog Legal for
Some Models - These systems are not smog legal in California for model year vehicles built on
or before April 30, For these particular vehicles, these systems are legal in California only for
racing vehicles which may never be used, or registered or licensed for use, upon a highway
off-road use only. The manufacture, sale, offer for sale, or installation of this product may also
be illegal under the federal clean air act 42 U. These systems are legal in California only for
racing vehicles which may never be used, or registered or licensed for use, upon a highway
off-road use only. Included harness plugs directly into factory connector for simple,
"plug-and-play" installation. V-3 Si-Trim. V-2 Si-Trim. Popular Upgrades. Add to wishlist. Quick
view. Power Cooler Upgrade Kit, Ford 4. Product Summary No power adder company takes the
4. Installation Installation time is rated at approximately hours Std. Availability Product Type
Vendor. Limited-Time Offers, End in:. Since fuel and air must be mixed in a strictly defined
proportion, a proportional increase in air supply is necessary when the fuel supply increases.
For this purpose, designers have invented many different devices: rotary air blowers, scroll and
centrifugal compressors, turbochargers. The most widespread of these devices were turbine air
blowers turbochargers or superchargers. Thanks to this design, a low weight and high

efficiency air blower is achieved. The turbines can achieve a speed of up to , rpm. The use of
turbines allows to increase the efficiency of the engine, makes it possible to achieve the
specified characteristics of the power unit with smaller dimensions and weight. The engine with
supercharger has better environmental performance. Air turbocharger turbines reduce engine
temperature and, as a result, the formation of nitrogen oxides. In diesel motors, an air
supercharger reduces the emission of soot particles. Diesel engines are much better adapted to
supercharging in general, and to turbocharging in particular. Unlike gasoline engines, where the
pressure created by the turbine is limited by the danger of detonation, in a diesel engine can be
injected air until the mechanical load limits in its mechanisms are reached. A characteristic
disadvantage of turbines is that at low rpm the engine emits little exhaust gas, and at full load
â€” too much. Therefore, at low rpm, the air blower has low efficiency. Because of this, the air
blower operates with a delay so-called turbojet or lag at a sharp rev. If you are looking for
massive power gains over a stock or naturally aspirated setup, you may use f 4. One of the
popular choices is Roush kit. And without a doubt, the star or centerpiece of this system is the
Eaton TVS rotor pack, which at the time was the next generation or step up from the older Eaton
style blower, which was the M The rotor pack is loaded into the rotor housing. But there will be
one big difference between the Roush and the VMP option. Among the obvious benefits of
using such kits is that there is the instantaneous power along with that nice fat torque curve
when checking out a TVS blower like this. If want that torque on demand, and this thing will
certainly help you deliver that. The power delivery is also very linear and very predictable
making them a great choice for just about any style of driving. In addition to the TVS rotor pack
and housing, you also receive the lower unit which is actually the air to water intercooler
portion of the blower. Working to help cool that intercooler will be the included heat exchanger
which will go to the front end of your truck. Roush does also include a twin millimeter. Ford
throttle body and matching spacer with their cold air intake kit and corresponding airbox. The
phase two kit also does include 47 pound injectors in addition to a unique high flow fuel rail,
which according to Roush will be enough to quench the thirst of that blown engine with the
Roush calibration. Finally, Roush does include their 75 millimeter pulley with the phase two kit,
which depending on your existing modifications will put you somewhere in the ballpark of 9 to
10 pounds of boost with your particular setup. The 5. However, you can do the reverse, which
will make it narrower. Besides, another problem is PI heads, but this problem is easily solved
with the help of new PI heads and a kit. The modern turbocharger is structurally simpler than a
mechanical supercharger, but has its own problems â€” high demand for oil quality and, most
importantly, slow response to gas pedal pressure, which is due to inertia of the turbine. They
struggle with the drawback by installing instead of one large turbine two small turbines less
weight â€” less inertia , one on its side of the engine. Another problem associated with the
aerodynamics of the turbine is almost complete absence of boost to rpm. The problem is solved
in different ways, including such exotic, as twisting the turbine with a high-speed electric motor.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Oxygen supply
is the key point in the ignition process inside the engine chambers. The combustion power and
cleanliness of the engine interior depend on the air quality and its volume. For this reason, you
should always When considering Best Oils For 6. Today there are many engine oils from
different Powerful diesel engines and 6. High-quality synthetic oils help protect the engine at
such loads Installation begins by raising the vehicle and removing the tire. Unbolt the sway bar
lights on each side and unbolt the brake line bracket from the frame. There were so many
reviews and negative issues I read when I levelled my They are often located away from
doorways or places where passersby could potentially be accidentally walked on by customers;
such as parking lots or garages. Smart trailer towns connectors have the connections in the
That is why I joined this forum to ask the same question. I have a short 94w box with an
extended 2wd cab with 5. Main Question: I just purchased a 94 F with k on it. So far it looks to
be working quite Manufacturers strive to create the most efficient and durable headlights, which
will replace the old front lighting units. They do it Replacing F Headlights Replacing headlights
is a common thing in car services. Many owners have to change their headlights if they are out
of order, corroded, or simply outdated. The Ford F-series line is very Amazon and the Amazon
logo are trademarks of Amazon. Editorial Staff. Add comment. Facebook Twitter. View all posts.
You may also like. Affiliate Disclosure BallisticParts. Created by Ballisticparts. Best E36
Headlights. Best Oils for Duramax Engine in Best Silverado Headlights. Honda Paint Recall.
Best Tuners for 5. Best Cold Air Intakes for 7. Best Oils for 6. T56 Rebuild Kit. NV Rebuild Kit.
LS1 Rebuild Kit. Best Tires for Jeep Grand Cherokee. NP Rebuild Kit. Nissan Xterra Towing
Capacity. Nissan Altima Oil Types. TCS off Nissan Maxima. Best FRS Headlights. Scion tC
Engine Swap. Scion tC Oil Type. Best Battery for Subaru Outback. Best BRZ Headlights.
Off-Road WRX. Subaru WRX Battery. Best Toyota Tundra Headlights. Best Tacoma Headlights.

W58 Transmission. MR2 Snap Oversteer. Best 5W Oils in Best 5W Oil for Cars and Trucks in
Weathertech Window Deflectors Problems. Best Headlights. The 4. It has also been produced
with both iron and aluminum blocks. In a nut shell, not all 4. So what do the names mean?
Romeo â€” Romeo is an engine plant. The first 4. Ford added this second engine plant in to
produce 4. As noted above, was the first year the 4. Teksid â€” Teksid just refers to aluminum
blocks made from by Teksid in Italy. The engine itself was assembled in Romeo, Michigan. The
Teksid blocks are said to be capable of handling 1, horsepower. Fiat owns Teksid S. The
company was established in December ; it designs and produces cylinder blocks, cylinder
heads, exhaust manifolds, drive shafts, camshafts and components for automobiles and
commercial vehicles. Teksid, which is specialized in casting and processing iron, has plants in
France, Portugal, Poland, Brazil, Mexico and China. Since , Teksid S. The Windsor Aluminum
Plant began production of aluminum blocks in It is possible to determine if you have a Romeo
or Windsor engine by looking at the 8th character in the vehicles VIN number. VIN 6 refers to 4.
VIN W refers to 4. VIN X refers to 4. Here is a partial list of vehicles and the engines that came in
them:. The Mustang can be found with the Romeo or Windsor engine. The and Mustang GTs
used Romeo engines. The and most Mustang GTs had Windsor engines. Here are the basic
differences in Romeo and Windsor engines:. If you look closely at the aluminum block above it
has a diamond pattern in the casting on the top of the block. If the block had squares it would
identify it as a Teksid block. These new PI heads offered improved flow and cam profiles. Ok,
since we know the heads are one of the biggest factors in the 4. NPI Heads:. In , the F and
Crown Victoria 4. The Windsor NPI 2-valve cylinder head left shows the open combustion
chamber with the wall beside the intake valve to induce mixture motion in the chamber. The PI
heads right came with a smaller heart shape design. Windsor and Romeo PI heads for SOHC
2-valve engines flow identically, but have different valve cover and timing chain cover bolt
patterns, and different cam gear attachment styles pressed vs bolted. The Windsor and Romeo
heads use different valve covers. Also make sure you get the coolant tube that runs through the
valley. The PI is larger and sits deeper in the valley. The NPI tube will interfere with placement of
the intake. Next is the coolant crossover tube. NPI cars have 2 temp sending units in the
crossover tube on the intake. One is for the temperature gauge, the other is for the computer.
You may need to drill and tap the PI intake to accept the second temp sensor. Second, the PI
heads use 10 mm accessory bolts. The stock NPI bolts are 8mm. The easiest solution is to
search a junk yard for a PI motor and salvage the bolts. In , Ford introduced the 4. What made
the valve Modular V-8 different was its all-aluminum construction. This new engine utilized the
Teksid aluminum block and is said to be the strongest 4. There a different castings available for
the DOHC heads. These heads can be divided into 2 basic designs:. Both heads are good
heads. The Tumble Port heads are known for making more high end horsepower. The Twin Port
heads create better torque. The Tumble Port heads came on the front wheel drive Lincoln
Continental The Continental block cannot be used in a rear-wheel-drive vehicle, but the heads
can be swapped and the Mustang Cobra. They were never in the Lincoln Mark series because
the Mark series was cancelled in They are suppose to flow better than the pre castings. The best
heads to date were never offered on a production vehicle. They are available on the FR crate
engine. They are bare heads, but Ford also offers camshaft kit cams, valves, springs, retainers
and rockers under part number MT The 3-valve SOHC 4. The engines are equipped with an
electronic Charge Motion Control Valve CMCV system that provides increased charge motion at
low engine speeds for improved emissions and low-rpm torque. All 4. The and earlier engines
featured an aluminum block cast in Italy by Fiat subsidiary Teksid S. Since , all of the 4. They
purchased the motor without a computer and their goal was to see what kind of power they
could build from a junkyard motor. They then added a pair of Comp Cams XEH camshafts,
springs and retainers and produced horsepower. Remember, this horsepower is on an engine
with , miles. These changes resulted in horsepower. Again, another example of respectable
power being built on a used 4. It also uses the Teksid aluminum block. There has been
discussion that the Mark VIII intake has the intake hose coming off the back of the engine and a
body lift would be needed to clear it. If you wanted to install a 4. The vehicle starts and operates
only with the key that matches the sensor in the vehicle, thwarting attempts to hot-wire the
ignition. An indicator lamp shows the system is working. How it works: A miniature transponder
with integrated circuit and antenna is embedded in the ignition key. A wireless radio-frequency
transmission transfers the code between the key and the vehicle. If the codes match, the
module sends a signal through the wiring system to the engine electronic control, allowing the
engine to start. There are 72 million-billion possible codes, so every Ford sold worldwide for the
next 10 billion years could have a unique code. New keys for replacements or spares can be
encoded by dealerships. Under a type E system, the coded keys send a signal to the PATS
transceiver, the transceiver takes the signal and sends it to the PCM where it checks to make

sure that the key code is correct and then allows the motor to run. If the PCM fails to detect the
properly coded key it will do two things. First, it will not allow the injectors to provide fuel to the
motor. If the 4. The problem is more prominent on the Cobra and Mach 1 due to their high
performance nature and tendency to be driven hard. Coolant Leak intake manifold â€” Some
vehicles may exhibit an Intake Manifold crossover first runner coolant seepage condition. This
may be caused by a crack in the intake manifold coolant crossover. There is a replacement
intake available that uses an aluminum coolant crossover instead of plastic. The photo above
shows a stock 4. Spark Plugs â€” Some 4. The spark plugs have the ability to fly through the
hood and a few engine fires have been reported from fuel vapor coming out of the cylinder and
being ignited by the loose plug. Valve Seals â€” The 4. The reason the valve seals start leaking
is that the valve guides on the older style heads are too short, and over time they wear out.
Once the guides are worn, the valve actually starts to wobble a bit while it is being lifted, and
this can very quickly wipe out even new valve seals. Dieseling Noise â€” Many times a dieseling
noise is found to be from a loose timing gear retaining bolt. Easy fix just remove the cam cover
and retighten the bolt. Make sure the bolt is loose by checking for tightness by hand. Timing
Chain Tensioner â€” Ford Motor Company has told its dealers that through model year Ford
Crown Victoria and Mercury Grand Marquis vehicles may exhibit a grinding noise from the
engine timing chain area. This noise, according to Ford, may be caused by excessive wear of
the timing chain tensioner arms. The tensioner arm has an aluminum base with a nylon surface.
The condition can also be detected by fine nylon and or aluminum particles present in the
engine oil. Oil Filter Suggestion â€” It is recommended that you use Motorcraft oil filters. They
have a drain back valve that keeps oil from draining back to the pan when the engine is off.
Most aftermarket filters do not. This prevents knocking on start up and eventual damage from it.
The tolerances are very tight in the valvetrain and any heavier of an oil can eventually cause
valvetrain problems because the hydraulic components stay pumped up and never bleed down
like they should when the engine is running. Estimated reading time: 14 min. Re-hosted from
therangerstation. Triton â€” Triton simply refers to truck engines Intech â€” Simply refers to the
engines in Lincolns. Here is a partial list of vehicles and the engines that came in them: The
Mustang can be found with the Romeo or Windsor engine. The Mustang Cobras used the
aluminum Teksid blocks. There are a variety of differences between the Romeo and Windsor
engine blocks. Here are the basic differences in Romeo and Windsor engines: Romeo was the
only Modular engine plant from Windsor came on line for to build 4. Although Romeo is
primarily a car engine plant, it has produced Modular engines for trucks. Although Windsor is
primarily a truck engine plant, it produced Modular engines for the Mustang G
ignition timing dodge 360
1965 chevy truck steering wheel
yamaha rhino 660 fuel pump
T. Although they look similar, Romeo engines employ different blocks, heads, and cranks than
Windsor. Romeo heads employ bolt-on cam journal girdles. Romeo blocks have jackscrew
cross-bolted main caps. Windsor blocks have dowel pin cross-bolted main caps. Timing cover
depends on vehicle type. Romeo cam sprockets are zero-fit and slip right on. Windsor cam
sprockets are pressed on. Romeo cam covers have 11 bolts. Windsor cam covers have 13 bolts.
DOHC engines have secondary timing chains for secondary camshafts. The NPI intake will not
work. Vehicles equipped with the valve DOHC 4. They ported the PI heads and power jumped to
horsepower. Engines to look for: and newer 4. Pre 4. What is a PATS? This problem was also
found on the 4. The problem is fixed by inserting a HeliCoil where the original spark plug hole
was. This problem is said to affect the model years that had aluminum cylinder heads. Bad
timing chain tensioners have been reported on other 4. Was this article helpful? Views: 0.

